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Connecting to sacred sites through crystals.
Sacred sites which date back millennia always fall on (to quote Judy Hall) “places of awe,
mystery and wonder – are located where they are because of the combination of
geological, aesthetic, geodesic, geomagnetic, symbolic, astronomical, mythological and
shamanic factors operating in the landscape according to the belief systems of the
people who constructed these sites.”
These sacred sites can be found around the world with some better known than others.
Possibly, the best known are Glastonbury and Stonehenge in the UK, The Great Pyramid,
Egypt, and Uluru, Northern Territory, Australia. Thanks to the extensive research by Judy
Hall, other sites will now gain the recognition they deserve.
Obviously, depending are where you are living, some sites will be easy to visit, while
others will need travel, and all that that implies, to visit in person. Thanks to Judy Hall’s
book, these sites can be accessed by linking through the named crystals which resonate
with the sites. (Example: Glastonbury: ammonite. Medjugorje, blue quartz. Mount Sinai;
smoky quartz).
I’ve tried some of the meditations using the crystals she’s suggested. One meditation
that I’d like to share was using the Herkimer Diamond to connect to the site: Standing
Together: 9/11 New York City and Sister Site: Hiroshima Peace Memorial, Japan. This
was a very powerful meditation which connected me to both sites where I was able to
feel the sense of rebuilding after traumatic and earth shattering tragedies. I’m
mentioning this particular meditation because both are modern sites. Both represent
death on an unprecedented scale. Both demand us to remember their significance.
I’ve visited both Glastonbury or Stonehenge and, because I was surrounded by people
taking photos or chatting or following their tour guide, I couldn’t have felt less connected
to the “sacredness” that I was supposed to find there. Owning this book will mean that I
can overcome the crowds and connect, simply by using the crystals recommended and
“travelling” to the site through meditation.
It seems like a lifetime ago that I first started learning about sacred sites. The subject of
sacred sites, ley lines, Hartmann lines, are part of the study I did learning geomancy.
Dousing using either rods or a pendulum to help clear ley lines or Hartmann lines or grids
in “sick buildings.”
“Sick buildings” is obviously the opposite of a sacred site but where a sacred site can
restore one’s energies, sick buildings or land, can destroy one’s immune system. When
doing work on sick buildings or land, the presence of crystals always plays a huge role in
restoring balance and I’d strongly recommend that you read Judy Hall’s 101 Power
Crystals, The Crystal Bible or The Ultimate Guide to Crystal Grids for more information on
using crystals in your everyday life.
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